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in the third example, the authors
demonstrate how technology can facilitate
learning through notation as opposed to

rote learning. the authors explain how, for
example, mathematical objects can be

defined by way of a notation rather than
rote memorization. this is done in a digital

format of a "tableau". a "tableau" is not
only a geometric diagram, but also a very
clear (and innovative) representation of a
state machine that carries its own set of
operations from the initial design to the
final result. the final example is one by

which technology promotes the
relationship between mathematical

creation and discovery. the example used
in the book is a geometry book that was
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designed for students to solve problems in
a careful, organized manner. it is a digital

format that lets the reader navigate
through a "tableau" to reach the goal.

tyrions gamble is so desperate it doesn t
even have anything to do with secret

plans to rule the seven kingdoms through
aegon, the unworthy, as it fails to worry

about joffreys cruelty. the king wants that
tyrion should be beheaded but cersei

wants to spare him and has lancel and his
brother beric dondarrion (richard croft)
steal him away disguised as sellswords.
lancel, being overly trusting, tells cersei
what tyrion has told him but, of course,

cersei sees through their ruse by the time
that it is too late. this prompts tyrion to
cry foul but he is sickened by what he

sees as cerseis treachery and is
determined to die. as he is being led

away, he invites lancel to come along with
him and his fellows one of whom is

already dead. cersei gives orders to have
them all killed, but, of course, lancel

defies her and does what he promised to
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do. pleased with his loyalty, cersei tells
tyrion that he is forgiven and that his
family will be welcome to him once he

dies. however, when he makes it back to
his quarters, he learns that he has lost his
son, jon snow (alexandra daddario), who is
still being held prisoner in the wolfs lair by
lord roose bolton (patrick malahide). it is

at this point that we learn that jon is
actually the son of ned stark (sean bean),
in fact the offspring of his sot heir (will h
adams) from his first marriage, not the

bastard son that cersei claims he is.
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ned, jon, and their companions are tasked
with finding the three-eyed raven, a key to
breaking the nightswords alliance with the
white walkers. the stark-wildling alliance
in the north and the lannisters in king's

landing must now work together in order
to fend off this threat. to ensure their
cooperation, cersei arranges for the

younger targaryens to be married to her
sons, tommen and lancel. daenerys holds

a trial at the great pyramid to hear the
various petitioners for being freed from
slavery in the slave pits. when the trial
comes to a close, daenerys offers each

petitioner some gold, and many choose to
stay in the city. it is time to focus on the

use of digital technology for adults to
become interested in mathematics. one
important prerequisite for interest is the

study of role models, which are particular
individuals who possess knowledge and

skills relevant to the subject area in which
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we seek to interest adults [ 15 ]. many of
the large research organizations, such as

the national math study (nms), create
opportunities to develop role models, such

as leader of education, by recruiting
experts who have accomplished

significant things in the field. in addition to
the intention to create role models, one
should make the best use of all available

resources in order to achieve this goal. the
nms role models website offers a concise
introduction to the mathematical ideas

and methods that could be presented to
adults in the form of videos or open

educational resources (oer) online, such
as khan academy [ 22 ]. khan academy is
a nonprofit organization with the mission
of providing free, world-class education to
anyone, anywhere, at any time [ 7 ]. khan

academy provide learning videos, and
instructional materials (e.g., quizzes) that
are freely available on the web [ 6, 7, 8, 9

]. 5ec8ef588b
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